
PBRVEETED SEXUAL INSTINCTS.

BY DR. JULIUS KBUEG.

Phjtieiam to l ie Private Lunatic AsyUtu, Ober VSbUng, Vitnma.

DUBTNO the last decade but one there appeared in Germany,
at first under the pseudonym " Numa Numantius," but after-
wards under the full name of an old Hanoverian official, Earl
Heinrich Ulrichs, a series of writings1 which attracted con-
siderable attention. The writer, who was well known in
political and legal circles as the author of various learned
works, made a very remarkable assertion. He asserted that a
great many men, "as a result of their inborn nature, felt
themselves drawn by sexual desire to male individuals ex-
clusively." Towards women their feelings were either in-
different, or actually repellent. Ulrichs named such men
" Urnings." " The Urning," he says, " is a sport of nature; his
bodily structure is that of a man, but his sexual instincts are
those of a woman." Ulrichs sought to explain this anomaly by
the supposition that a woman's soul dwells in a man's body
(" anima muliebris virili corpore inclusa "), a possession which
dates from the earliest embryonal period, before the differentia-
tion of the sexual organs.

Westphal, influenced, it is fair to presume, by these writings,
agreeing as they did with some facts that were even at that
time known to the profession, in 1869 published the history
of two cases' which were characterised by an inborn, morbid,
unconquerable sexual desire towards individuals of the same
sex. The first case is a very typical example of the affection,
the second does not absolutely exclude another interpretation.
Westphal defined the affection as " a congenital perversion of

1 ' Incltuo' and ' Vindex,' 1861;' Fannatrix,'' Vindiota,1 and ' Am «pd,' 1865 ;
' Glndluifureni,' and ' Memnon,' 1868; ' Inonbufl,' 18C9.

• 'Arch. f. Pgyoh.1 Bd. a pp. 78-108, 1869.
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PERVERTED SEXUAL INSTINCTS. 369

the sexual instinct, with retained consciousness of the morbid
nature of the condition," and he named it " contrary sexual
instinct" (oonirdre Sexucdempfindwig), a symptom of a neuro-
pathic (psychopathic) constitution.

This paper of Westphal's was followed in the course of the
next few years by a number of others. Schminke1 and
Scholaa each published a case; and Gock s and Serraea * two
cases each, but of Gock's cases only one is quite satisfactory.
Westphal * reported a third case; Legrand de Saulle * a case;
and Stark7 four cases, to one of which, however, some un-
certainty attaches. Krafft-Ebing * also published a case, and
gave a rfaumi of the cases previously recorded, along with a
systematic account of the various abnormal developments of
the sexual instinct. At a later period there followed a case
by Tomassia Ariggio,' and another somewhat doubtful case
by Kelp.11

Without counting the cases published before Westphal's
first paper, although they might very properly be included,
and omitting those among recent cases that are not alto-
gether satisfactory, there are now on record thirteen well-
established cases of this affection; and to these the case that
I am to relate will add a fourteenth. I t is true I have seen
the patient three times only, but from the information he has
given me about himself I have little doubt as to the case.
Moreover, and to this I attach particular importance, his
narrative gave me the impression of being a truthful story—a

1 Bin Fall von contraror Sexoalempflndang, ' Arch. £ Psych.' Bd. iii. pp.
226-226,1872.

' Bekentnisse einea an perveraer Getohlechtarichtung leidenden, ' Yieiteljsoh.
£ ger. Med.' Bd. xix. pp. 821-828,1878.

• Beltrag IUT Kenntnisa der oontr&ren Sexualempflndnng, 'Arch. f. Psych.'
Bd. v. pp. 664-674, 1875.

• Zur Konntnira von der oontriiren Sexualempflndung,' Aroh. f. Pgyoh.1 Bd. v i
pp. 484-495,1876.

' Zur contAren Sexualempflndung,«Aroh. £ Pgyoh.1 Bd. vl. pp. 620-621,1876.
• Quoted by Krafft-Bbing.
' Uober oontrire Seiualempfindung, ' Alhj. Ztach. £ Psych,' Bd. ixxi i i pp.

209-216,1877.
• Ueber gewiiee Anomalien des Geichleclitstriebeii, 4 c , 'Arch. f. Psych.'

Bd. vli. pp. 291-812,1877.
• Bull' invenrione dell' litinto sessualc, • Hiv. Bpenn.' 1878, pp. 97-117.

'• Ueber den Geisteaxuitand der Ehofrau 0. M., ' Allg. ZeiUch. f. Piyoh.'
Bd. xxxvi pp. 716-724,1880.
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candid confession. His experiences were not disclosed to me
under the pressure of a formal inquiry, and with an endeavour
to palliate an offence against morality by making it out to be
the result of a disease. They were not the disclosures of an
•inmate of a prison or a lunatic asylum, who associated only
with persons of his own sex, and whose sexual onslaughts,
committed faute de mieux on his own sex, might be re-
garded by himself and others as the result of a morbid
impulse. They were the confessions of a man, labouring, cer-
tainly, under great mental excitement, but totally uninfluenced
by any external pressure, and they were called forth solely by
his desire for support in the conflict he was waging against
himself.

On one of the last days of April, a young man burst into my
consulting-room and begged me to give him some medicine
quickly, for he was afraid he was about to have a ' stroke.' After
a few inquiries, I gave him tincture of digitalis, which so far
allayed his excitement that he was able, after a while, to
relate to me the history of his illness; only, however, in
broken fragments, which were in part supplemented and
corroborated by his brother, who accompanied him. The
substance of his statements to ihe on this and the two other
occasions on which I saw him is contained in the following
narrative:—

Herr N. belongs to a neuropathic family. His mother, who
is dead, was, to say the least, hysterical (she was very
" nervous," and at times could not bear to look at " anything
pointed ") ; a sister is similarly affected; and a brother shot
himself three days before Herr N.'s first visit to me. The
patient himself, apart from his perverted sexual feelings,
suffers from nervous symptoms; but it will be more convenient
to return to these at a later period.

Herr N. remembers that when only six years old the sight
of naked men in a bath gave him a peculiar pleasure, which,
at that time, he knew not how to interpret, but which he
now recognises to have been a sexual sensation. At the age
of nine, he got a fright from a snappish dog, as a result of
which he suffered during the next five years from nervous dis-
order, which manifested itself principally in his frequently
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starting up and speaking during his sleep. Convulsions he
never had. He was sent to the country on account of the
delicacy of his health, and so came to spend his school-days
away from Vienna in a monastical institution for convict boys.
There he became acquainted with the practice of onanism,
which was usually performed reciprocally. At this time he
conceived an extravagant fondness for one of his " friends," in
which at last sexual desire and jealousy came to play the same
part that they ordinarily do in love affairs. He found no
pleasure in the occupations and sports of his comrades, and, as
a consequence, took little part in them.

On his return to Vienna he devoted himself to a mercantile
life, and he now, in company with his brother, conducts one of
the best establishments in the city for ladies' dresses and mil-
linery. Ladies' bonnets are his particular speciality, and as
he possesses singular taste and skill in designing new shapes
and arrangements, his services are of the utmost value. He
makes several journeys to Paris in the course of the year in
connection with his business, and he works at home, assisted
by twenty to thirty women, with great enthusiasm. His
brother has the management of the ladies' toilette department;
but in this, too, Herr N. interests himself as an " amateur."

Herr N. lives under very favourable pecuniary circum-
stances, and he is now thirty-three years old; it is natural,
therefore, to suppose that he must not unfrequently have
been reminded that he ought to marry. And yet he feels no
longing desire to have children and to found a family. On
the contrary, he has an insuperable abhorrence of sexual
connection with women. His brother, years ago, took him on
one occasion to a brothel, but the visit was in vain; he ran
from the place in disgust. He spends his days among women,
and he has often invoked the aid of his imagination to induce
a normal sexual desire ; many a time, indeed, he has thought
he has succeeded, but the next moment all his old horror has
returned. Once he was almost engaged to a lady> but his
insurmountable repugnance was not to be overcome, and the
match was broken off before it was very seriously entered
upon.

Whilst he has felt this dislike to sexual intercourse with the
VOL. IV. 2 li
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372 PERVERTED SEXUAL INSTINCTS.

opposite sex, he has continued to practise onanism until quite
recently, both alone and with other men. One of his old
schoolfellows came to his house, and he also associated with
two new acquaintances. He confirms the statement, repeatedly
made by others, that individuals affected with this abnormity
are able to recognise one another. Even his imagination
tends to dwell on the male sex only, and that, too, though he
does all that he can to direct it towards the opposite sex. In
his dreams, it is men who appear, or women who, at the last
moment, turn into men.

Herr N. has again and again intended to conform to the
natural use, and lately has so far carried out his resolve as to
leave off all intercourse with men. But he has since ex-
perienced a constantly increasing mental irritation, for he has
a Very strong sexual appetite, and he has now no means of
gratifying i t Moreover, he has lately undergone mental irri-
tation of another sort. A brother, a pensioned officer, living
with the rest of the family, was the subject of disapprobation
in more ways than one. He was poor and needed money, and
he was ill, and, in consequence, peevish and irritable. Three
days before, after a scene with the before-mentioned hysterical

- and, we may add, quarrelsome and niggardly sister, he had
shot himself. Herr N., in fact, had just come from the mass
that had been said for him.

Herr N. complains also of various nervous sensations, which
the reading of a popular medical work has made him believe
are the premonitory symptoms of a grave nervous affection.
Thus he has a peculiar twitching in the nape of the neck,
which he is convinced is the commencement of tetanus. He
has inherited the fear which his mother had of everything
pointed; for instance, he dare not put his hand into a dish
containing pins, frequent though the occasions for doing so
are in his business. He also'complains of losing sometimes
the power of controlling his thoughts. Ideas present them-
selves which he is unable to, banish (Zwangavorstdlunffen).
Thus there are times when, notwithstanding his inward
strivings against it, his highest and most noble thoughts are
burst in upon and jostled by the very lewdest and basest of
ideas. When asked for a more specific example, after a long
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delay he whispered into my ear that even during the mass for
his brother he had felt compelled to think of a combination of
the Host and the anus of a dog; and, as he is a believing
Catholic, it may be conceived how horrified he is at such
thoughts.

Herr N. is a young, rather small-made man, of middle size,
and with normal genital organs. Although thirty-three years
of age, he has a very sparing growth of beard, which he care-
fully removes. In dress and demeanour he is rather affected.
During the narration of his case he walked up and down the
room in an excited manner, not forgetting, however, to survey
himself in the mirror as often as he passed it. His speech and
gesture are strikingly theatrical.

A month after his first visit, Herr N. returned, and sur-
prised me by stating that he had been in love for some time.
It was soon apparent that the story was merely a creation of
his imagination. The lady to whom he referred lived in Paris,
and he had not seen her for more than six months ; indeed he
had only seen her a few times in all, with long intervals
between. The excitement which he exhibited at his first visit
had disappeared in a few days under the use of infusion of
digitalis, but the sexual passion had again become strong,
and he besought a remedy for it. He complained, too, of a
kind of vertiginous attack; he had had some difficulty in
getting from his house to the nearest cab-stand, and could now
scarcely trust himself to walk. I assured him that he need
have no fear on this score, and I prescribed for him bromide
of potassium.

Fourteen days later he paid me a third visit He had had
no return of the vertigo, but he again complained of the
twitching in his neck. The sexual feelings had moderated
somewhat; but he expressed a doubt whether, after all, it was
possible for him to find the natural way, and whether it would
not be much more practical for him simply to revert to his
old way of living, since the struggle otherwise seemed endless.

The object of my treatment has been, on the one hand, to
strengthen his nervous system, and, on the other, to tone
down his sexual desire so as to bring about a longer in-
terval between the acts of sexual gratification. Only after
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374 PERVERTED SEXUAL IN8TINCT&

succeeding in this shall I attempt to direct his desire into
the natural channel. Shall I succeed ? I confess I feel less
hopeful even than my patient.

In the case I have just reported, the fulness of the patient's
confession, which bore, at all events in its main parts, the im-
press of truth, leaves little to be desired. It is different with
the case I am now to relate. Here I can only conjecture that
we have the same perversity, which has never got beyond a
platonic stage. For this reason I cannot claim for it a place
among the well-established cases, nevertheless I shall put on
record what little I have been able to ascertain in regard
to it.

The patient was a maidservant, twenty-five years old. Little
is known of her previous history, except that she changed
her place with extraordinary frequency, until she obtained her
present situation with four young ladies (orphan sisters), with
whom she has been for three years. And now she vows she will
throw herself into the Danube if she receives notice to leave.
She says she cares nothing for men, and other circumstances
confirm this, for she is such a well-favoured woman she would
certainly have long since found a lover had she cared for one.
She is, however, passionately devoted to her ladies, and will
cry all day if she thinks one or other of them has looked
black at her, going about moaning that Miss does not want
her any more, &c. She is a tolerably big woman, with strong
but pretty features, not at all unwomanly in appearance, and,
as far as can be judged, normally developed.

If we are to form an opinion merely from the number of
published cases—fourteen in twelve years^-we shall be obliged
to conclude that a perverted sexual appetite is a very rare
phenomenon. And yet the cases of psederastia that again and
again rise into public notice seem to indicate that it is by no
means unfrequent; and Ulrichs, who has gone into the matter
statistically, computes that one man in every 500 is an
" Urning." My authority, too, whom I directly questioned on
the subject, when he told me that " Urnings " could recognise
one another, regards these figures as substantially correct.
But, granted that they are excessive, and that the majority of
the cases are simply cases of prederastia, there still remain a
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considerable number which are, in all probability, instances of
perverted sexual appetite. It is difficult to obtain any definite
information as to the frequency of this condition in women.
Of the fourteen cases hitherto published, twelve occurred in
men, and two in women. It must not be forgotten, however,
that it is even easier for women to escape detection than men.
If we group together all the cases published since Westphal's
first paper, including the doubtful cases and those in which
the perverted sexual instinct was only transient, we shall find
that men were the subjects of the affection fourteen times,
women eight times. Westphal has already drawn attention to
the various practices that obtain among different peoples in
this matter, and shown that light is thrown on them by the
facts of perverted sexual instincts. It is clear that the per-
version occurs both in civilised and uncivilised nations. I
have no intention to enter at any length into historical or
ethnographical considerations, but I may just mention the boy-
loves of the Greeks and their Lesbian-loves, a parallel to which
exists in the history of other peoples. It is, then, at least
probable that these practices are, in part, attributable to. the
anomalous development of the sexual instinct

In the well-defined cases, there has almost always been
evidence of an inherited psyohopathic, or, at all events, neuro-
pathic constitution. This taint has manifested itself in all
degrees, from slight neuropathic affections on the one hand to
the graver forms of mental disease on the other.

But since, as yet, a comparatively small number of cases have
been described, and these purely from a psychopathic aspect,
it is not at all impossible that we shall find it difficult in some
cases to establish the existence of a neuropathic diathesis.
This, from a forensic point of view, is a matter of great*jm-
portance.

Signs of degeneration {Degenerationszeiohen) were frequently
met with in these cases, and the question arises whether the
perverted sexual instinct is not in itself, isolated though it
be, a sufficient indication of degeneration. Biologically con-
sidered, there cannot be a doubt that an impulse so adverse to
propagation must be a mark of degeneration.

The sexual organs, and the so-called secondary sexual
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characteristics, were normally developed in all the cases. I
make no exception of a case where there was phymosis. Herr
N. tells me that his friend had a phymosis; indeed, the con-
dition seems a common one in cases of this kind. Neither do
I attribute much importance to the scanty development of
beard in Herr N.'s case. A striking approach to the customs
and habits of the opposite sex was frequently noticed, and
several times the sexual instinct became active at a remark-
ably early age, or remained unusually strong at a late age.
We need scarcely remark that persons with perverted sexual
instincts, but very weak sexual desire, will not come so readily
into conflict with the moral sense of themselves or others as
those with heightened sexual desire, and will therefore the
more readily escape observation.

The feeling of aversion to the other sex was general, but
it did not in every case prevent occasional intercourse. Ex-
ceptions, in a measure, prove the rule, and in this respect the
case reported by Scholz is very instructive. A man married
in the hope of getting rid of his perverted sexual desire, but
he could only induce himself to practise coitus twice, and he
was at first made perfectly miserable by his marriage.

In all the cases the abnormal inclination towards individuals
of the same sex was congenital (angeboren), that is to say
present at the first awakening of the sexual desire, and
constant thereafter. Krafft-Ebing very properly places those
cases in which the perversion of the sexual sense is only tem-
porary in another category. The gratification of the abnormal
desire is effected by masturbation, or by reciprocal onanism.
The great proportion remain in a condition of platonio long-
ing, or, at the most, take refuge in self-pollution. Paederastia
is only exceptionally practised, and is loathed by those
who do practise it.
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